TRSA Devil’s Nose - Long course
25km with approximately 698m elevation
http://trailrunningsa.com/the-devils-nose-2020/
Start is located at the Gawler View Picnic Area in Para Wirra Conservation Park. Follow Para Wirra Road then turn left onto Oval Track.

Start at wooden signpost in the nature space playground which looks like the one in the first image below. The signpost is roughly 50m from the toilet block.
You will be heading out on the Scenic Loop trail. Follow the Scenic Loop track away from the shelters as per the second image below.

After only approximately 100m, there track will split (as per image below). Stay to the right to continue to follow the Scenic Loop.

The Scenic Loop will widen out within a few hundred metres. It will eventually lead onto a wider dirt road. DO NOT go on the single trail with the ‘No Bike’
sign. Stay on the wide track, which is still part of the Scenic Loop.

At approximately 1.2km there is a split in the track (image below). You will see a signpost that says, ‘Quarry Track’ and ‘Scenic Drive’. Take the track on the
right (Quarry Track), which has a gate. This track will take you downhill. On race day, the gate will be open.

At approximately 2.4km you will reach the section which has a ‘Beware of Mine Shafts’ sign where the short and medium/long courses split. The Medium and
Long Courses will turn right onto ‘Lady Pearce Circuit Hike’, and the Short Course will turn left up ‘Devil’s Nose Track’. NO COURSES GO STRAIGHT AHEAD!!!

Go right onto Lady Pearce Circuit Hike. This single trail will go for just over 2km and has a few steep drops along the side of the trail, so take care. There are
also a few creek crossings which may be flowing after rain, so be prepared for possible wet feet.
If you see metal signposts with yellow Allendale Road Trailhead on it (like the photo below), you know you are on course.
Continue following the single trail until you come to a junction where the single trail meets a fire track. The signpost just before the fire track has a map on
top of it has G8 written on the post. As you enter the fire track head straight to continue following Allendale Road Trail Head. DO NOT turn right.

Keep following the fire track for approximately 500m until you come across a wooden seat (image below). There is a sign with a map and the signpost has G9
on it. Turn right here to get on a single trail.

As you follow this trail, DO NOT take any offshoots, stay on the most obvious trail as it gradually goes up a slight gradient for roughly 400m.
At the end of the single trail you will come to another fire track. Turn right on this fire track to follow ‘Victoria Hill Circuit Hike’. The signpost with the map on
top has G5 written on it.

Continue along the fire track for a short time until you reach a gate. Just before the gate turn left to continue following ‘Victoria Hill Circuit Hike’. This will
take you to Bowden Cottage.
As you approach the cottage, follow the path to the water tank, then turn left at the water tank (as per image below) then follow path to go past the picnic
tables and toilet (note: this drop toilet is a working toilet if you need to go).

Turn left at the mining apparatus (image below) to continue following ‘Victoria Hill Circuit Hike’.

When you come out to the carpark, keep going along the fence line (fence should be on your left) until you come to the end of the carpark where you will see
a ‘Beware of Mine Shafts’ sign (image below). From the ‘Beware of Mine Shafts’ sign, turn left to head down the single trail which will take you through
Barossa Minefields. The trail will go along past multiple mine shafts and interesting landmarks.

When you get to Heritage sign (image below) keep going straight. DO NOT take the little trail on the right.

When you reach a sign that says, ‘Depression Battlers’, turn right to continue along the trail.
You will eventually come to a junction with a wide track. You need to cross over the wide track to continue straight ahead on a trail called, ‘Phoenix Hike.
There is a sign with a map on top and G2 is written on the signpost.

Continue along the single trail and when you reach ‘Menzies Barossa Main Shaft’ continue straight. As you pass the fence of this shaft, DO NOT TAKE THE
TRAIL THAT GOES DOWN HILL ON THE RIGHT.

Continue along the trail and after a few hundred metres you will see an old Tramway Tunnel on your left, which is quite interesting.
When you get to the end of the single trail there will be a fire track (as per photo below). Go straight ahead on the fire track sign posted ‘Phoenix Circuit
Hike’.

This fire track will go down a steep descent of approximately 600m. Ignore any little off shoots from the fire track and continue descending (including down
the steep bricks). At the bottom of the bricks continue as the fire track veers to the right and crosses over a creek (if it has been raining, this creek will be
flowing and you may need to use rocks as stepping stones or just put up with wet feet).
The fire track will then climb a hill and soon you will end up back at the junction where you started the Barossa Goldfields Loop (see photo below).

Here you will turn right to go up the first part of the Devil’s Nose Track. Roughly 50m along there will be an intersection (image below). Keep going straight
through the intersection.

After approximately 1.6km, the trail will hit a junction where you will see a bench (see photo below).

This awesome trail takes you over lots of rocks and small boulders. The trail will eventually widen, and you will soon see a sign saying, ‘Devil’s Nose Track’.
Keep going along this track.
The track will split at some point (but will join back together). When it splits, take the track on the left.
Continue along the track until you come across a wooden post on the right (image below). You need to turn right here to get onto a single trail.  Note: The
Short Course will go straight ahead here, whereas the Long and Medium Course takes the right onto the single track. From the runner’s point of view there is
no label (see photo below), but the other side of the post says, ‘South Para Grand Hike’.

Follow this single trail, and as you do this you will see 7 wooden posts along the trail with white triangles at the top (see image below).

You will then start seeing Mt Lofty Trail posts that have little footsteps on them (see image below). After approximately 6 of these footprint posts you will
reach a junction with one of these posts. This is a junction where the Medium Course diverges from the Long Course. The Long Course will go straight here
(whereas the Medium Course will turn left).

You will soon get to a point where you need to cross Para Wirra Road. Take care crossing the road. Over the road, the single trail continues with the wooden
posts with the footprints.
Eventually you will reach Humbug Scrub Road. Please cross this road with care as it is a 100km zone.
Once across the road, go into the carpark and veer to the left and go across intersection to go down Hut Track (as per first photo below).

Not too far down Hut Track, there will be a junction. Keep going straight here. DO NOT TURN LEFT.

When you get to a beautiful little waterhole, keep going with the waterhole on your right, then veer to the right where the single trail splits, still keeping the
waterhole on your right (image below).

Keep following the single trail, and eventually you will reach a T junction which meets a wider track (called Ruins Track). Turn right here (as per photo below).

Ruins Track will climb up a gradual hill and will eventually end when you get to a shoe cleaning station. At this point, turn left onto Frank Barker Road
(bitumen). Not far along, you will come to Gate 9 and another foot cleaning station. Continue straight here.
You will come to another gate (as per photo below). Go through the gate (on left) then continue going straight (still on Frank Barker Track).

Soon you will come to a junction where you need to veer to the left to go down Orchard Dam Track (this is part of Mack Creek Hike)

Continue until you reach a waterhole. Turn left at the post with the ‘No Horse’ sign and follow the single trail on the left.

You will soon come to another T junction at Ruins Track (see image below). Turn right onto this track and climb up a hill.

About 600m up Ruins Track, veer right at the junction where there is a signpost saying, ‘Horse Play Trail’ (as per photo below).

About 20m along there is another junction where you will veer to the right to be on Mack Creek Boundary Loop.

As you come to fence line of Humbug Scrub Road, stay inside the fence line (fence will be on your left) and run for about 500m until you come to a carpark
which will be on Bassnet Road (see first image below).
Go through gate to get into the carpark, then continue straight through the fence (as per second photo) to enter Mt Crawford Forest.

Immediately turn left once in Mt Crawford Forest and follow the track for a very short distance (about 50m) until you get to a wide intersection (as per image
below). Turn right to go down Cattle Yard Track (this is not signposted, though you will see a Mt Crawford Forestry sign).

The Cattleyard Track will go downhill for a while. When you get to a junction with a sign saying KE5, turn left.

After about 500m at junction, stay on track that veers slightly left, which is now KE4 track. Continue along this track for another 300m then you will turn left
towards Humbug Scrub Road.
Go through the fence to cross Humbug Scrub Road. There should be a marshall here. Please take care as this is a 100km/h zone.

Once across Humbug Scrub Road, go through Gate 19 and follow a wide trail called Blue Gum Track.

After approximately 1.5km take a left turn onto a track that will take you towards Para Wirra Road.

Once at Para Wirra Road, you need to cross to get onto a single trail with a signpost that shows hikers but no bikes. This trail is called Hissey Trail.
Continue following this trail for about 400m until you reach a junction (see image below) that will lead you to a bridge, turn right to go across the bridge. This
is where the Long Course joins back onto the Medium/Short Course.

When you reach the next intersection, where there is a P sign on a wooden post, turn left to continue along the Lake Discovery Loop (keeping the lake on
their left).

Continue keeping the lake on your left. When you see some stairs leading to a carpark, continue going straight. DO NOT go to the carpark. Keep running along
the Lake Discovery Loop.

At next junction there will be a signpost that has a ‘No Bikes’ sign. You need to continue straight through here onto a little single trail.

About 500m after the ‘No Bikes’ sign, you will come to another intersection. Continue straight through this intersection (as per image below).

At the next intersection take a left onto another single trail. DO NOT go straight towards Para Wirra Central.

At the next junction where you see a wooden post (as per image below), veer slightly to the left. The wooden post has 75QP written on top of it.

At the next junction where you see a wooden seat, turn right just before the seat. DO NOT go straight past the seat.

At the next junction, which has another wooden seat just before it, turn left to head towards the Nature Playground. The post at this point has 73UT on the
top of it.

Follow the main trail as it goes towards a barbecue shelter (see image below). Keep following the trail as it goes behind the first barbecue shelter, then comes
in front of the second barbecue shelter and works its way to where all the courses started.

You have finished.

